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The theory of color symmetry is developed in this paw from a group thecwetical point of 
view. The transitive co~~r~n~s of a design are classified by the subgro,ps of the svmmet~ group. 
A theory of compound coloring is developed. The theory of partial color symmetry is used to 
analyze the effect of restricting or ~n~ar~jng the s~rnet~ group involved. 

The theory of color symmetry is a relatively new branch in the theory of 
symmetry. Its motivation comes from the fields of chemistry and art. &hubnikov, 
startirag in the 1940’s, was one of the first to pioneer its development in 
crystallography (particularly black-white symmetry). A recent reference for the 
“Russian school” is f9f. The Dutch artist Escher independerlt~y began to investi- 
gate the use of color symmetry in his fascinating drawings; see [6]. The algebraic 
approach to the subject, using the theory of permutation representations of 
groups, was initiated by van dzr Waerden and Burckhardt in their inffuenrial 1961 
paper [lo]. This approach was developed further by MacDonald and Street in [4] 
and by others [7] and 18]. Some other recent references are [l] and [5]. 

Sections 1 and 2 present the basic group-theoretic approach, adapeed and 
expanded from the material in 141. The emphasis is on using the group to 
“coordinatize” the design. In Section 3 a theory of compound coloring is 
described which allows for more complex coloring of designs. Section 4 pre*ients a 
theory of partial color symmetry. This is applied to help clarify the reMionship 
between the distinct notions of equivalence of colorings and equival~:nt color 
patterns as dismissed in [4] and [5]. 

Assume that one has a symmetrical etric Nguyen 
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we will USC the term “ornamental design” or “design” throughout, h 
is applicable to many situations, such as crystallography, where a 

metry group is :\vailable. 

The symmetry group of the square is the dihedral group D4 of order 8. 
See Fig. ‘i. Let a represent a rotation counter-clockwise 90”. Let b be a reflection 
in the horizontal axis. We shall always compose symmetries from left to right: 
thus bcz is the reflection b followed by rotation u; btz is reflection in the dia 
axis (1Gwer left to upper right). Similarly be3 is the reflection in the ot 
axis, ba2 is the reflection in the vertical axis. G is generated by a and b: 
0% e = b2, hab = a’; G ={e, a, a’, a’, b, ba, ba2, ba’\. 

In general, the basic design is assumed to be originally without color. Then the 
design is to be colored using a finite number of colors; that is, certain regions (or 
subsets) of the design are assigned colors. We do not assume that the entire design 
is colored. Further, the regions are ot necessarily figures already drawn in the 
design; in many cases a basic unit c: the design may be subdivided into several 
regions receiving possibly different colors (see for example Fig. 15 where the 
design consists of an array of squart. s but each square is then subdivided into 8 
iriangles for the purpose of colorin&). The following definition is based on the 
“consistency”’ condition for color symmetry due to Loeb [3, p. 1031. 

QPPI. Assume that there is given sn ornamental design with symmetry 
group G to which coi’ors have been Ldded. An element g E C is called a color 
sy~~e~~ if all portions colored by one given color are mapped by g onto 
portions colored by one color (i.e. if any region colored red is mapped onto one 
colored yellow then all red regions are mapped onto yellow region& Thus g is 
associated with a permutation of the set of colors and we say that “g yennutes the 
colors co~~!s~s~e~~~y.~’ If each g in G is a color symmetry we say that the assignment 
of colors is a sy~~e~c coio~~g of the resign. (In [l] the term “perfect coloring” is 
used.) For short we will often simply say “coloring”. 

+ ‘. 
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Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 2. 

For example, in Fig. 2 e square has been collared with i colors. 

s white regions onto e regions are rotated c?to 
orange regions which are in turn rotated onto yellow regions, etc. In short, a is 
rtssoci;,ted with the permutations: white *3 green, blue ---, orange --, yellow-+ 
red- blue. The reflection b is associated with the permutation white ++ green, 
yellow ++ blue, with red and orange being left fixed. The reflection ba fixes white 
and green, while interchanging pe1Tow with orange, and red with blue. A similar 
staten!ent holds for each of the 8 symm ries of the group. 

In g;eneral let the numbers 1,2, . . . , note the n colors used in a symmetric 
coloring. If g E G maps all regions colored i onto regions colored j and h maps a11 
regions colored j onto regions colored k, then clearly gh maps a11 regions colored 
i ontcb regions colored k. It is thus easily seen that we have associated with G a 
permutation representation on the set of colors; alternatively we may say that 
there is a41 action of G on the set of aalcrs; the set of colors is G-set. 

We look first at the transitive case; by this is meant that given any pair tif colors 
i and j there is an element gf G taking co1or i to color j. In other words, the 
permutation representation is transitive; bj~ extension we refer to the coloring as a 
“transitive coloring” of the design. The ewample shown in Fig. 2 is not transitive. 
In Fig. 3 we have illus~ated a transitive coloring of lhe square. Here the rotation 
a takes blue to red to green to yellow 10 blue while the reflection b fixes blue and 
green, ape.; interchanges red with yelloR 
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As is well known, the study of Transitive permutation representations of a group 
G is facilitated by using the corresponding stabilizer subgroups, E:ach subgroup N 
of finite index in G yields a transitive permutation representation, using right 
multiplication on the set of right cosets of G module H; also, given any transitive 
permutation representation on n symbols, if is the stabilizer subgroup of ant: of 

the symbols, the representation is equivalent to that on the right cosets of G 
modulo I-I’. (See for example, Hall’s book [2, section 5.3].) This now gives an easy 
way to determine the transitive colorings of an ornamental design with symmetry 
group G (see [4, 101). To begin with, a collection of fundamental regions to be 
colored is selected in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the group. 

. A sequence of fwzdamentul regtons {Ai) for an ornamental design with 
symmetry group G is a set of disjoint regions (subsets) in the design having the 
pronerty that given any two regions Ai, A,. there exists a unique symn. -cry g in G 
such that g maps the region Ai onto the region Ai* 

In selecting a sequence of fundamental regions we allow considerable flexibility. 
One may often have the situation that the union of the regions essentially covers 
the whole design (except for boundaries), but this is not assumed since one may 
wish to leave portions of the design uncolored or neutral. Moreover, while in 
some situations there may be a “natural” sequence of fundamental regions for G 
that one has the option of using, this is not even always the case and in general 
many choices of fundamental regions are possible. For example, if the group has 
reflections, the axes of the reflections are often chosen to be among the bound- 
aries of the regions (as we have done in the case of the square, in Fig. 4; compare 
Fig. 1). On the other hand in many of Escher’s periodic drawings the symmetry 
grloup has no rL v ctions; the fundan.ental regions take the shape of animals. If thi? 
design has certain repeated shapes it may be convenient sometimes to use them C)I 
to subdivide them to get a sequence of fundamental regions but we don’t make 
any assumptions on the relationship of the fundamental regions chosen for the 
coloring to the figures that may appear in :he dcqign. 

%. The design is then “coordinatized” using the group G. An arbitrary region in 

Fig. 4. 
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eque~~e. noted 0, is selected to be the “starting” region. For each region 
ere is a u ue sv etry g ip G mapping 6! onto A ; Label region A with the 

element K. in short, f?r e region 6!g is labelled “g”. See Fig. 4 
where we have divided t 8 triangles which form a sequence of 

ese have been ~abc~~ed using the elements of D4. 

elements of G then the region labelled gh is that obtained 
etry $2 to the region ; i.e. it is the region O\gh), But 

~~~~h = ~~~~~. Thus we can make the following important observation. 

The operations of the elements of G on the coifection of fundamental regions 
‘n fact give a perqutatioq represemation of G on the coI1~ctior-r of fundamental 
regions which is equivaIent to the regular I:?- Caylc:y representation of G on itself 

y right mu~tipIi~at~on. 
Let N be a subgroup of finite index in G and let G = H!L~ fix2 U. l l U Hx, be 

the right coset decosnposition (let “x,“) = e). The subgroup hi corresponds to a set 
of regions in the figure as &es each right coset Hx,. If we choose n colors: 
1,2,.... tl. and color the regions for f_bXi with color i for each i, this will yield a 
coloring of the design such that the stabilizer of color 1 is pj*ezisely the subgroup 
H and the permutations of the colors correspond to the permutati~~ns on the right 
cosets of H by right multiplication by elements of G. For if .Szig = HXj, then in 
the design, the regions labelled with elements of Hx, are colored with color t and 
those labelled by Nx, are color :d by color i, we see that g maps precisely the set 
of regions colored by i onto th, set of regions colored by i, 

For example, if I-f is the subgroup (e, 6) then we have the :isht coset decompos- 
ition H = (e, b}, Ha = (a, ba), Ha2 = (a’, ba2), H/z3 = (a”, ba“). Assigning blue to 
H, red to Hkz, green to Ha2 and yellow to Ha3 we get the coloring which was 
illustrated in Fig. 3 as may be seen by comparing it to Fig. 4. 

As js well known, conjugate subgroups yield equivalent p~rmutatioll represen- 
tations of G. Thus it might wet1 be expected that the ~o~~spon~~n~ colorings 

would be essentially the same. This, however. is not the cas,e, as was pointed out 
in [4]. For example if W, = {e, ba’), then H, is conjugate to pd. Yn Fig. S we color 
the square using the coset decomposition for Ht. Blue is assigned to 1, red to 

of eq tivslence for colorings of an ornamenta design. 
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Fig. 5. 
I 

Two symmetric colorings C1, C2 of a given design are called equival- 
ent if the design colored by C, may be transformed to the design colored by C, by 

(a) applying a symmetry element g of the symmetry group G to the design 
colored by Cl, or 

(b) relabelling the 
Oi- 

(c) a combination 

colors in C, (i.e. changing the colors in a one-one fashion), 

of operations of type (a) and (b). 

Since the application of a symmetry element g to the colored design has the 
same apparent effect as a ‘relabelling” of the colors we have the following lemma. 

. If two symmetric colorings are equivalent, then the first may be 
transformed to the wcond by simply relab4ng the colors; tha: is_ they are already 
e(quivalent under a , vansformation of type (b) alone. 

Let P denote a partition of a group G into a finite number of subsets: 
F:G=S1US2U. l l \J Sn. Let g E G. Then G = Gg z= S,g U Szg C.’ l l l U S,,g gives a 
second partitior of G which we will denote Pg. Hf P = Pg we say that the partition 
is g-inuariant (this means that g permutes the collection of subsets Si). If Pg =: P 
for all g E G, where G1 is a subgroup of G, then P is called G,-invariant. 

Let a collection of fundamental regions be colored transitively, as described 
earlier, and let Si be t” Ile set of g in G such that J2g is colored by color 9. Then 
c~=s&Js~u*4J~,, is a G-invariant partition ol G and it is clear from the 
definition of equivalence that two such colorings are equivalent precisely if they 
oxrespond to th: sari... G-invar’ant partition of G. 

. be a G-invariant partitiotx G -2 S1 U S2 U l - l c1 S,, and assume 
that e E S. Then Sl is a subgroup and P is the right coset decomposition moduio S,. 

f h E S, then PK1 = and S,h ’ = S,, since e T= ‘I/I-’ E S, 
a subgroup and if g E S, then Slg = Si, 0 

the discussion preceding it. 



ental design with symmetr, group G and 
Se/e ne region 0 as the “starting” region. To 

of finite index in G choose [G: H) colors arid consider the 
metric ~~~~~i~2g of tlw resign ass~iated with it as des~~bed earlier. 
ns~tive sy~~e~‘~ c~~o~ng of the design ~with the same ~o~~e~tion of 

equivalent to one of ese colorings. If H,, Hz are two 
HZ1 then the correspon ng colorP2gs are not equivalent. 

This jeans that the choice of region 0 establis ed a one-one correspondence 
between the set of equivalence cl;tsses of transitive colorings ant’ the set of 
subgroups of G. A different region $2 would entai a different corre: pondence. 

Given a subgroup H of finite index in G, there is a corresponding transitive 
pl.:rmutation representation of G as discussed earlier. If we select a starting region 
0, coordinatize the design by elements of the group and assign colors to each of 
the right cosets modulo H, we get a symmetric coloring of the design associated 
with this permutation representation. This coloring, a= discussed in Section 1, will 
ble called the principal coloring associated with H. (Xt should be emphasized that in 
um;ing this terminology the choice of this coloring as “principal coloring” is 
al.bitrary since it depends on the particular choice of R as starting region.) There 
czn, however, exist several inequivalent colorings associated with the same 
permutation representation of G, as was first noted in [43. Had we chosen a 
different fundamental region to be the starting region L! we might have gotten a 
non-equivalent coloring. Under the operations of the subgroup H, the set of 
regions is partition& into orbits and it is the choice of orbit which determirnes 
which coloring is ~$btained. Rather than choosing different starting regions we 
take a different approach. If we associate the collection of fundamental regions 
with the elements of the group as before, t en applying any symmetry g to the 
design corresponds to multiplying the elements of the group on the right by g. The 
orbit under the action of H which contains a particular element g, is the set of 

images g~h wit 1”1, E N; i.e., it is the left coset g, So the set of orbits may be 
iden~i~ed with e set of left cosets of H in G. 

Let {x, = e, x2, . I . , x,,) be a set of right coset representatives for 

(x;‘=e.x&.., xi”) is a set of left coset represer.tatives. let ther 
colors chosen in one-one correspondence 

s: color the elements 
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the case that xi:’ = l? the coloriing obtained is the principal coloring. Now we have 
described n colorings assciciated with W (and the correspording permutation 

representation of G). Let us call a subset of the form xi’ a Met (for want of a 

better name) and 

Associate with each row j the co!or i, for i = ‘i, 2, . . . , n. Notice that the top row 
lists the left cosets. i.e., the orbits of H. The ith column, starting with xi ‘H, gives 
the coloring just described. 

Any coloring of the design which corrt %sponck to the given transiti;re permuta- 
tion representation on these n colors must be given by one of the columns in tbc 
biset array. For H being the stabilizer of color 1, if g is colored wi?h color 1, the 
:-egions label’led gH are precisely those colored 1. HXj is precisely the set of 
elements in the group taking color I onto color j; hence, gHx, a:e labels of the 
regions in the design which are colored i. 1But gH = xi’ W for some i, and we see 
that the coloring is just that given by column i. Note that the fkt coI~n on the 
left is the principal coloring associated with H, i.e.., the coloring discussed in 
Section 1. 

For example, let G be the group of the square and H = {e, 6). Choose 
(e, a, n’, n”) as the right coset representatives. T&c& glL complete biset array, with 
rows assigned the colors blue, red, green, and vje!low, is as follows: 

--. - 

B:ue H=(e, h) a %=(a’, ba) a -‘H = (a2, ba’j a-“H=(a,ba3) 

Red Ha = {II:, $a) a-‘Ha = (e, ?m”) aW21-Ia = (a3, ba”) ae3Ha ;= (a2, b) 

Green Ha2 =l (a’, ba2) a-‘Ha2 = (a, ba3) aW2Ha2 = (e, bj av3Ha2 = (a3, ba) 

Yelicavv Ha” = (a3, ba”) a-‘Ha3 = {a2, b) ,z-2Fkr3 = (a, ba) aw3Ha3 = {e, bQ2) 

Thus, in Fig. 3 the square is coke1 by the first column, i.e., the column under 
H (the principal coloring). In Fig. h the square has been colored by the 2nd 
column (the column headed by a-‘I-I). 

. Ever,, coloring uf the design which afiords the pcrmutaGon represen - 
tallow with sfub~l~~er H is desc~bed by a co in in the beset array. The ~~~~r~~~ for 

column i, headed by the left coset x;‘H, is ~~~a~e~t to the ~r~~~~~a~ c~~~r~?~g for tie 

conjuga.te subgrmp R = x; ‘Hxi. 

e first stateme~~t has a:reaCy been discussed. The coloring for t 
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Fig. h. 

column in the biset array corresponds to a G-invariant partition of G and 
e E XL ‘Hq = fi. Wence by Lemma 1.2 this is equivalent to the prmcipal coloring 
based on r?. 

The coloring in cohmn i of the biset array for H is equivalent to the 
precisely if Xi is in the normalizer of p-l, i.e., xi ’ Hx, = H. Al: 

the cohmns yield equivalent colxings precisely if H is normal in G (since by 
Theorem 1.3, principal colorings _(x distinct subgroups are non-equivalent). 

Corollary 2.3. If there are precisely k distinct conjugate subgroups of H (counting H 
itself), then there are precisely k inequivalent colorings for the transitive permutation 
representation associated with H. 

In the example, with H = (e, b}, the first and 3rd columns give equivalent 
colorings as do the 2nd and 4th columns. ae2Ha2 = H, a-‘Haf H. In fact, 
a-‘Ha = HI = {e, ba2}. Notice that the coloring in Fig. 5, the principal coloring for 
H,, is equivalent, though not identical, to that in Fig. 6, which is based on the 
column headed by a-l H. (This illustrates the second stakment of Theorem 2.1.) 

. The k coforiugs associated with H are equix!ent to the k 
with asty subgroup conjugate to H. 

oak This set of colorings is equivalent to the set of principal colorings 
subgroups which are conjugate to H. El 

colorings 

for the k 

Suppose: in a design we have t sequence ?f fundamental regions { 

Bj. This gjves two sequences of furtdamental subregions {11i}, {Bi}; each separ itely 

could be selected as the sequence to be colored. In Fig. 7 we illustrate a pos.&ility 
for t lsare . 
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Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 

Nate that the two elements Ai, B, xe regarded as associated since they are 
together in the larger fundamental rr:gion. In practice various treatments are 

possible. The 2 subregious need not fill out the fundamental region, or indeed 
they may overlap or even coincide; n zhe latter case one might use a set of 
“patterns” to “color” one of the sequxces, s~~perimposing it on the set of colors 
used for the other sequence. In Fig. 8 the outer rings of the circles could be 
thought of as the sequence (Ai}, while the inner circles could be the second 
sequence (BJ and the association of ~1~ lwith Bi is evident. The space outside the 
larger circle couLi be left uncolored (x treated as a third sequence). A well- 
known intricate design of Escher’s imolves tricolored moths with the front wings 
being colored di!Ierent!y from the body, etc. The sets of front wings, of back 
wings, of bodies might be regarded ts associated sequences oi! fundamental 
s&regions with ;!-re moths themselves taken as the original sequence of funda- 
mental regions (see [6, plate 42] and ‘13, p. 1651). This design and the discussion in 
[51 ;vere part of the author’s motivation to develop a theory of compound , ’ 
coloring. 

In a compound coloring the two subsequences are colored in such a way that 
the symmetries of the group permute the colors consistently (i.e., are color 
symmetries). The definition of equivalence given in Section 1 remains the same. 
usually, tfre two elements of an at;sociated pair of subregions will get different 
colors. I-Iowever if any pair gets colored the same, this will happen to a.11 zhe pairs 
(by the defi ni ion t of symmet:.ic (:~loring); essentially one then has a simple, 

transitive coloring of the typz c~~~sidered earlier but for conveniencl~ we allow 
these “trivial” compound colorings too. There are two tyljes of compound 
colorings. In type I, the same se1 c:kf colors is used to color the two seqwences {Ai ) 
and (Bi). Since a symmetry element must permute the colors consis~e~tl~~, the 
same permutation representation of C must be used. In type II, disjoint sets of 
colors are used for the two sequences. 

To analyze and corn truct thes: colorings, we first “coordinatize” the design as 
in Section 1. A startmg region %‘h is szlected from the fundamental sequent 
and each & is labelled by a unique element g from the symmetry group G 

Gf subregions (Ai, Bi and the same ele 

‘g. 7, using t-he notation and 



paper, region:, A, and B, are labelled 
is attached to the regions A5 and B,, etc. 
isjoint sets of colors for the two sequences, 
drscuss them briefly here before discussing 
pi and cctlor the sequence {Ai ) with the 

imilarly, for the sequence (Bi) choose a subgroup 
Hi; (not ~~cessari Ii) and color the sequence (Bi) with the principal 
coloring bawd on K. It is thus easily seen that the inequivalent con-pound 
colorings of type II are in one~to-ore correspondence with the set of ordered 
pairs of subgroups of G. Fig. 2 illustrates a coloring of this type. One may regard 
the situation as g~v~ng an intran~jtive permutatjon representation of 6. Another 
point of view is that the ordered qpairs of colors could be regarded as a new set of 
“colors”, and thus we have a tra~sitivc representation on this new set of “colors”. 
The stabilizer subgroup would then b: N n K. 

poundings are more involved. ere we shall make use of tl-e hiset 
2. ,4ssume that w are given a transitive perm~jtation 

representation of G on TV colors with stabilizer subgroup H. Choose two c&mns 
from the biset array: use one column to color the sequence (Ai) and another 
column to color the sequence I&). More specifically, we have assigned to each 
row i of the biset array the color i. Now to each associated pair ( Ak, Bk) was 
assigned an element g E G. Inspect the column selected for the first sequence (A& 
if g lies in row r, then Ak receives color r; if g lies in row s of the column selected 
for the second zzquence, then & will be colored s. 

Fc r example, referring back to the bist t array given in Seciion 2 using 
H = iz, b), we might color the sequence (AJ of outer regions using the first 
column and the inner triangles (Eli} using the second column. See Fig. 9. (For 
exarlple B, ~~2s fabelled b and h lies in the yellow row of the second column of 
the i>iset array, so B8 is colored yellow.) Thle inner coloring is the same as that 
US in Fig. 6 while the outer is tha 

early any pair of columns can e useel, and more complicated compound 
coto-ings using 3 or 4 sequences of subregions can be made using 3 or 4 columns 
of the biset array to color them. 

We now consider how many inequivalent compound colorings of type I there 
are for a given design. uences {*Ai), {Bi), and permutation 
repr :sentation with sta Corollary 2.3 if there are K: distinct 

conjugates to HI in 6, xactly k ~~equ~valen~ simpJ[e colorings fol 
the 4 :orresponding pert 

By the above discussio ection 2, any co 
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t 

Fig. 9. 

using the sequences (Ai), (Bi), which affords a transitive ~ermutatir~~~ representa- 
tion wi,rh stabilizer H corresponds to a choice of a column of the bir;et array isay 

thag headed by x;’ H) to color the sequence (Ai} and a cohunn of the array (say 
that headed bq x;‘H) to c4or the sc!quence (&I. Denote this corn~~~,~unc~ coloring 
by the symbol [x;‘H, x;’ H]. (For example, the compound co~~~~~ng in Fig. 9 
would ‘be denoted [H, PHI.) If we restrict our attention at fit% tfr the s(:quence 
of regions {Ai), then by Corollary 2.3 there are precisely k diiFeirent ways to 
choose the coloring for the sequence (AJ. This coloring having ‘tIeen chosen, 
however, the fz possible choices of columns for the sequence (!?&I ~~~i~~ give 
inequ~~r~~~~nt compound colorings. For suppose that the com~~oi.tnd coloring 
[x,‘Ef, x;‘H] is equivalent to the compound colo5rg [x,‘H, x;’ H:J By Lemma 
I .I, it would suffices to permute the colors in the second compo:lni colnring to 
make it identical to the first; however since they are already identi~~a~ witrh respect 
to the: first !jeque~~~~ (AJ, such a permutation of the colors must be the *:rixrial one, 
so the two compound colorings [x,‘H, x;‘H] and fx,‘H, x;‘,Y] atre ~d~~~~i~a~. By 
the way these coloring are defined, color 1 has been assigned ysre&,el y t3 the 
elletnlents of the sequence (&} which are labelled by the coset x;-‘I-.I in the first 
co~o~i~~g; while in the second coioring, color I was assigned ta the>se e~e~nents of 
{a,) ~~~be~l~d by the coset xi1 H. Since the compound motoring are ~der~~ica~, we 
have that K; * H = xi * KI. Thus there are kn inequivalent possibilities. C_i 

%~ppose that an ornamental clesign has symmetry group C and tfssrlrne that 
COlClr5 hav,: been as:;igneal to various regi*Jns. Let Ci, be a subgroup of 6. We wish 
to consider the situation that the elements ot G, are color syrn~~et~ ielt but the 
other elements of G might not be. This is called partial color s~rnr~~!~? V. 

Let G1 be a subgroup of the full symmetry group 6. If the el 
metries the design is sa to be colored G l-sym 

~~~~~~~y s y 1 PSC”). 



e nosy be transformed to the other by 

the above operations. 
Note that siarce *some elements of G might not be cciflor symmetries, Lemma 1, I 
does not aphid. 

If the symmetries not n G;, are ign~~red, we could simply regard the design as 
etry group GI and consida r the symmetric colorings for G,. However 
ndamental regions for 43 I it seems convenient to choose appropriate 

clusters of fundamental regions for 63. Let (Ai) be a set of fundamental regions 
for G, 0 the starting region, and lake1 the elements of (AJ by elements of G as 
before. Let Y be a set of left coset re~resentati~~es for G medu~o G, and assume 
KEY ThenG=YG,= lJ Yg: I: E G,. This gives a partition of C ; each subset Yg 
with ICE G, is distinct and describes a colkztion of fundamental regions for G. Y 
will be the subset of G corresponding to t le cluster of G regions whose union will 
be used as the starting region for G,; similarly the union of the regions named by 
the elements of the set Yg (g E G,) is to form a typical fundamental region for G,, 
and it is clear that these sets die form a suitable collec:ron of fundamental regions 
for Gi. In practice the elements of Y would be t:htsen pr&rably to be adjacent 
and so that the above fundamental regions 1.2 would have some convenient 
compact shape: however, for the general tkexy we will simply assume by the 
phrase “G = YGI” that G1 is a ~u~gro~~ of 63, Y a set %$ left coset ~~~~~s~~t~ti~~~ 
and e E Y. An important special case will be when Y is 4 subgroup and G1 is a 
~orrna~ sub~ou~, so that G is a semi--direct product. 

In what follov+s it is helpful to keep il? mind two points of view. One may have a 
design with symmetry group G and select an appropriate subgrouo G1 and subset 
Y; or one nwy start with a design with syrn~~et.~ group G 1 and consider what 
happens whegi further symmetries are adjoined and a larger group G containing 
G, and appropriate subset Y is selected. In the first case, many choices for Gr 
and Y may occur; also with a particular G1, different choices for Y are possible. 
In the second case various choices for the larger symmetry group G are also 
possible; however the starting region for G1 will then be subdivided into smaller 
fundamental regions for G, and the labels for these latter regions vi11 give the 

elements of Y. 

subgroup, and let 
de!~criptiolt for a se 

,et G1 = (a2, !I>, a Klein four 

!%e Fig. IQ. 
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G,RSC such that each cluster Yg, g E G, is colare uniformly. Given any suh- 
group H of finite index in G l, we have the corresponding transitive G ! coloring 
which gives rise to a Y-G1 partially syrnmetrii coloring, called trte V-GJSC 
based ~2 subgroup H. 

(contd.). We note that 6, = (a”, b) r;as three subgroups of index 2, 
namely H, = (b), H2 = (6a2), and H3 = (a’}. The three Y-G,PSC’s baSed on these 
subgroups are illustrated in Fig. 11. ‘%e first two are equivale~~t Y-G,PSC’s while 
the third is in fact a G-symmetric cotoring. 

in this example we have taken the first point of view: we started with a design 
with symmetry group G and chose a subgroup G1. To consider essentially the 
same example from the second point of view (i.e.. starting with a design with 
symmetry group G, and enlarging the group), suppose that we start with a square 
which has a horizontal bar marked down the middle which we call the “marked 
square” (see Fig. 12); or we might constder a non-square rectangle (which could 
be thought of as approximating the original square). Then G, -= (n”, h) would in 
fact be the group of symmetries of the figure in each case;, and we have described 
the three possible colorings with two coiors, See Figs. 13 rind: 14. 

As colorings of the marked square, or of the rectangle, these are three 
non -equivalent symmetric colorings. Yet there is an apparent similarity between 
colorings which use the subgroups H, and Hz. In the case sf the marked square 
(Fig. 13) if the original underlyir~g figure is ignored and one just examines the 
rectangular patches of color which have been added, one sees that the color 
patterns remaining are the same (after a rotation of 90”) while in the case of the 

Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 12. The marked square. 

rectangle they are very similar. What we have is two G,-symmetric colorings 
which are not equivalent but which are ~!quival~nt Y-G,PSC’s for G = YG,. 

In general it frequently happens that two inequikalent color;ngs give rise to 
color patterns which are congruent (or related closely) under some geometric 

transformation not in the original symmetry group G1, as above with the caFe of 
the marked square. By tfze colar pattern arising from a colorirrg we refer here to 
the geometric object consisting of the colored regions, as d~stir~guis~,~d from the 
original design itself. Which additional symmetries are to be used may depend on 
the needs of a giver, situation and this is not always clear; in Example I if the 
rectangles were used originally instead of the marked squares then one must 
decide whether to allow the 90” rotation. since the “color patterns” (in Fig. 14) 
are not actually congruent. See [4, section 31 where a similar example is discussed. 
We will not attempt to give a formal definition of “equivalent color patterns” 
here, noting that there is involved a decision as to which larger symmetry group 
G, with G 2 G,, is to be used. However. somewhat informally, we will say that 
the color pattems arising front transitive colorings of a design wirh symmetry group 
S,, based on the subgroups H and K, Al be called “equivalent” if for sor*ge 
a~~ro~~ate larger grout G, G = YG1, the funda~nental regions for G1 de~o~~~ose 
into the clusters Yg of fundamental G-regions, and the Y-G,PSC’s based on H and 
K are equivalent. 

As in Section 1, the language of partitions is convenient. If a set {Ai) of 
fundamental regions for G is chosen and one region is selected as the starting 
region, then we may identify G as before with this set. An assignment of colors to 
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Hi =<b> H2 =<bo2> 

Fig. 14. 

these regions which is a G,PSC will correspond to a Gr-invariant partition of 6;. 
ft will be a Y-GIPSC precisely if Y is contained in ane of the subsets of the 
partition, for then Yg is contained in a subset whenever g E G,. For each 
suhgrouy H of finite index in Gr, the Y-G,PSC based on H gtves rise to the 
partition PH: G = W-W W-lx2 U l - l U YH&, where x1 = e, x2,. . . , x,, are right 
coset representatives for H in GI. 

.I. (a) Let P: G = S1 U S2 U 8 9 l U S,, be a G, invariant partition of G such 
that Y or S,, and let H be the stabilizer in C, of 5,; i.e., H =(g~ G,: Slg = S,). 
Thw P = PH. 

(b) If P is any G, invariant parrition of G and g E G, then Pg is g-‘Gr g 
inuuriant. 

. (a) Since Y c Sr and W stabilizes S,. YH 5 S,, If x E Sr, then x = yg. where 
y E Y, g E G1. Then yg~ S, implies S,g = Sg and go H. So S, c YH: hence 
ST = YH. Letting x, = e:‘, x2,. . . , x, be right coset representatives for Gr modulo 
H, it’s clear that YH&, . . _ , YH% are the other subsets for the partition. 

lb) Pg(g-‘xg) -I- Pxg = Pg whenever x E G,. II 

By Lemma 4.1(a), there is a one-to-one correspc~nd~s~~e bet;veen the Gr- 
invariant partitions of G with Y contained in one of the subsets and the 
subgroups H of G1. Two Y-G,PSC’s corresp(jnding to partitions P, and P2 are 
equivalent precisely when Pg = P2 for some g E G. Hence, if the Y-GrPSC based 
on I-% is actually a G-symmetric coloring, Pw is G-invariant and the Y-GrPSC 
based on H’ is not equivalent to that based on any other subgroup of Gr . Under 
appr~~priate conditions the converse will also be true. The follolving proposition 
considers the question of when a Y-G,PSC is in fact a ~~-symmetric motoring. 
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( I b, (I?), (3) or (4) implies condition (S): 
-6, PSC based on l-i is not e~~~vale~t to that bc sed u,n any other 

is a ~or~~~~~ subgroup of G and Y is a subgroup (the case of the 
en co~d~tio$~ (5) is e~u~~a~e~t to each of the conditions (1 I, 

(2), (3) or (4). 

. (a) The equivalence of ( 1) and (2) is clear. If (3) holds then &, is just the 
coset decomposition of G module Yt_% which is G-invariant. Conversely 

Lemma 1.2 shows that (2)=$(3). 
(3) clearly ~rn~lies (4). Suppose (4) holds. (yh)= YWz= YFZ, so YN is 

k’, there exists x E YF-! such that xy = e since 
x E YE. Also h ’ E W-l. Hence (yW’ 71 h ‘ye ’ lies in 

(b) See remarks preceding this proposition. 
(c) Assume G = YGt is a semi-direct product of the subgroup Y and the 

normal subgroup G, and that condition (5) holds. Let y E Y. Then P,y is the 
partition G = YHy U l l l U YHjc,y. But y normalizes G,, so YWy = YyK = YK, 
where K= y-‘Hy is a subgroup of G,. By Lemma 4.1(h), P,,y is y--‘G,y = G, 
invariant. Hence by Lemma 4.1(a), P,y = PK, so by condition f5j, N = K and 
YHy = YEI for all y, which is condition (4). t7 

The s~g~ificaI~ce of condition (4) is that one may test the ~~-invariance of a 
Y-G,PSC by simply ascertaining vihether the set of regions colored by color 3 is 
invariant under the symmetries in Y. 

.3, Suppose that If l is nortna! in G, and let ILi and K be subgroups of 
finite index in G1. TIren tire Y-G1 PS@‘s based on M and K are e~uiva~e~~t if and 
only if there exists y E Y such that y -‘Hy = K and Y C_ YHy. 

Suppose that there exiists g E G such that Pwg = PK; that is, 

YKz, for some i and YK. L-Len:e there exists y E Y, 
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simpler form. The equivalences among the Y-G1 PZK’s are simply found by 
considering the automorp isms of Gr induced nts of Y. Further, for 

any gE G1, y E Y, Wgjy wYNY-*RY~= WY'- e effect of applying y 
to the clusters Yg, reg d as G1 fundamental re s and so lab~~~ed, is the 
same as the automorphism of 6; induced by other hand if G1 is not 
normal in G, the situation is Iess easy to analyze. We give a number of xesu 
which are often applicable. 

. Suppuse that the Y-GJSC’s based on HI and K are equi~u~ent 
under a transformation g E G such that g -’ G1 g = G,. men there exists y E Y with 
y -_ t G, y = G I, y - 1 Hy = EC, Y E Y~y. C~~~e~se~y, if: geese f xists y E Y bitts 
s-‘G,y =I G1, y-‘Hy = K and Ye, YHy, then the Y-GIPSC’s biased on H and K 
are equ~~~~e~t. 

The proof of ~eorem 4.3 carries over essentially; note that in the first 
part, !:ince y = gzik -’ with k and Zi E G1, we still have that ymlGly = GI. 

Note thzt Proposition 4.4, which applies in the most general case, is less 
complete than Theorem 4.3, since if GI is not a natal sub~oup of G, there ml y 
be further equivaieslces of Y- GJ?SC’s. In general, if PHg = PK but g doesn’t 
normalize G1, then we can’t concllude that H and K are related by an automo 
ism of GI (see Example 3 at end of this section.). However in some cases we may 
be able to replace G1 by a larger color s~rn~t~ group G2, to which Proposition 
4.4 does apply. 

~~~~. Since PK is G~oinv~iant, PM = I$&-* is gG,g-’ in~.~iant by Lemma 
4.1(a). Hence PH is invariant under the subgroup generated by GI and 
gGIg-‘. c3 

G1, we have g-.‘G,g== g 
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Ius G is a union of left cosets of the form yC2 
tide but we may choose (using the axiom 

ry) one y in Y to represent each distinct coset and this yields a 
subset Y2 of Y as left coset representatives for G modulo G,; we may assume 
e E Y2. (This choice is not unique but some choices may make more suitable 

eometric clusters.) Let H, be the subgroup of G2 leaving the subset YH 
rtition &, and s milarly let M, be the stabilizer subgroup of YK 
a 4.1(a) we see that PH = PM, and PK = &,, the partitions 

corresponding respectively to the Y2-G2PSC’s based on subgroups HI and K1. 
Also P,,,g = PK,. Hence by Proposition 4.4 there exists y E Y2 such that y-‘G,y = 

G2. y *pI,Cr =K,, and Y2z Y2HIy. 

Finally we note one more case n be treated as in Theorem 4.3. 

.7. Let G = YG, and [G: G,] = p, where p is ptime. ‘Tihert tk Y- 
G, PSC’s based on sarbgroups H and K are equivalent @ there exists y E Y such that 
y-‘G,y = G,, y-‘Hy = K and Y c YHy. 

. Suppose we have sE;Ch equivalence. Then P,g = PK for some g 6: G. If g 
normalizes Gr, then Proposition 4.4 applies. If not, then by Lemma 4.5, PH and 
PK are invariant un er subgroups of G properly larger than G,; hence they are 
G-invariant since [G: G,] is prime. This means PH = PK, so H = K, and the 
conclusion is trivial. The converse follows by Proposition 4.4. Cl 

le 2. Let G be the s;,fmmetry group of the design consisting of an infinite 
array of squares (G is of tl pe p4m). G = (x, y, a, b) where, x and y are transla- 
tions, a is a rotation of 90” counter-clockwide and 6 is a horizontal reflection. See 
Fig. 15 where the array of squares has been subdivided into triangu1a.r fundamen- 
tal regions labelled by the elements of the group. 

We have the relations xy = yx, a4 = b* = e, b-lab = a-‘, a-‘xa = y, a--‘ya = x-l, 

b-‘xb = X, b- ‘yb = y-‘. (Note that equations in the group can often be calculated 
conveniently from the figure in a geometric manner by using the basic principle of 
coordinatization discussed in Section 1). Let G, = <x2, y*., by, ba*x): by and ba*x 
are reflections and 6, is a subgroup of type pmm. G1 is a normal subgroup of G 
as can be checke generator of G, by each generator of 6. 

== ba*x a (x2)-.’ E G1, etc. 
G, is of index 8 in 

Using dotted lines eat 
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Fig. is. 

lines are replaced by solid lines. Thf: new design (see Fig. 16(b) has symmetry 
group of type p4m and using the notation just introduced we may identify G1 with 
G,, so that z =x2? w = y*, s = by and t = ba*x. Each fundamental region for Gr 
will be broken up jinto 8 triangular fundamental regions for G. We have G = YG,, 
a semi-direct product, with the subgroup Y of order 8 acting as automorphisms of 
the normal rubgroup G1, permuting the subgroups of G1 and hence permuting the 
corresponding transitive colorings of the original design (see the comments 
concerning the case of semi-direct products following Theorem 4.3). It is then 
possible to have as many as 8 different possible colorings of the rectangular array 
which correspond to equivalent Y-G, PSC’s, and hence equivalent color patterns; 
see [4, exampie 4.33 for an illustrated example. 
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er an example w e Gi is not normal in G ano Y is 
onsisting of an array of squar 2s 

which has symmetry 1 = (x, y, a, b) where x and’ y 
1 is thus the group 
rice. If each square 

ew design would have sJ*mmetry 
of index 4 in G. The tiangular 

ions for G, would each break up into fou triangular fundamental 
ting region [abelled e w Id decompose into the 

negions labelled by elements of Y. See Fig. 17. If one chooses the new starting 
ese h and k are reflections in 

is not a subgroup. G = YGi and it can be seen that G1 
s. G, contains the rotation a of order 4 whose center 

original squares. Vie reflection h maps C onto D, a 
point on the bsundary of one of the original sq ares. Thus h-‘ah is a rotation of 
order 4 whose center is D; so h-‘ah qi G1. (Se 

Now let H = (a*, btx, x2, xy) and K = (a’x, ba, _ *, xy). Then Ha Gr, but K$ G, 
(note that a-‘tba)a = bat a*) lies in H but not in K, while the other conjugates of 
the generators of H by generatc rs of G, “ic in H); so there can be no 
automorphism of G1 taking H onto K. The colorings of the original design [with 
symmetry group G,) based on H and K are illustrated in Fig. 18 (use Fig. 15 as a 
reference). The color patterns are “squi~alent” and correspond to equivalent 
Y-G,PSC’s; the equivalence is effected by the reflection h. Theorem 4.3 doesn’t 
apply (nor does Proposition 4.4) since h doesn’t normalize G, . However Theorem 
4.6 would be applicable, since h2 = e which does normalize G1. The subgroup G2 
described j,n Theorem 4.6 would be (Gr, k); this is also a subgroup of type p4m (a 

esign with symmetry group G2 could be constructed using the array of squares 
formed by the diagonals of the original array of squares with symmetry group Gr). 
[G: G2] = 2 and G, (JG, CI G. The two colorings are G2 color symmetric. A 

suitable choice for Y2 isI {e, h}. 

ig. 17. 
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COLORING BASED ON H 

Fig. 18. 

COLORING BASED ON K 

. In Fig. 19(a) we have a desi!:n with symmetry group G1 = I& - (s, t\, 
the dihedral group of order 6, where s is a rotation of order 3 and ? is 2 reflection. 
D3 has three conjugate subgroups (t), (ts) and (ts’}, each of index 3, and the three 
colorings which correspond to these are illustrated in Fig. 20. e first two 
colorings have color patterns whkh appear similar. By regarding Q, as a subgroup 
of G = Dg, we can see that th;;: color patterns are “equivalent”. The symmetry 
group of the design will be enlarged to D6 if the three dotted bound(ary lines are 
replaced by longer heavy lines congruent to the three rays in the original design 
(see Fig. 19(b)). Let u be the rotation of order 6 so that u2 = s. Then G = YGr 
with Y = Ie, tu}. The first two colorings correspond to equivalent Y-D,PSC’s 
while the third coloring corresponds to a &-symmetric coloring. The first two 
subgroups (f) and (ts) =x ( m2) are conjugate by the element tu in Y. This illustrates 
TheoremW4.3; even though we have three subgroupc of G1 which are conjugate by 

elements of (3 (in fact, by elements of G,), just the fir% two Y-GrPSC’s are 
equivalent bec’ause just the first two subgroups are conjugate using an element of 
Y. (Precisely which pair of subgroups yield equivalent Y-GrPSC’s is dependent 
on the original arbitrary choice of starting region.) 

Fig. 19. 
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ig. 20. 

e give some further comments here on the kinds of equivalences that arise. 
There seem to be in fact three points of view on equivalences for color symmetry 
which need to be distinguished. 

(I) The equivalence of symmetricai colorings of a design: here the design is 
given, as in a coloring book, and the problem is how to color it symmetrically. 
This was discussed In Section 1 of this paper. 

(II) Equivalence oE t color patterns arising from the colorings: herL ihe 
origin Al design is deem asized and the arrangement of the colored regions is 

ss to be the point of view stressed in [43. The study of 
‘s in Section 4 is then often useful in analyzing this situation. 

groups: this is a point of view found 
frequently in the literature. ere a “color sym,r,etry group” is usually defined to 
be a symmetry or c G together with a sub up W of finite 

index. The color symmetry groups for G us 
if there is an automorphism of G taking 
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